Predicting protein structure from the amino acid sequence has been a challenge with theoretical and practical significance in biophysics. Despite the recent progresses elicited by improved residue-residue contact prediction, contact-based structure prediction has gradually reached the performance ceiling. New methods have been proposed to predict the residue-residue distance, but unanimously by simplifying the real-valued distance prediction into a multiclass classification problem. Here we show a regression-based distance prediction method, which adopts the generative adversarial network to capture the delicate geometric relationship between residue pairs and thus could predict the continuous, real-valued residue-residue distance satisfactorily. The predicted residue distance map allows rapid structure modeling by the CNS suite, and the constructed models approach at least the same level of quality as the other state-of-the-art protein structure prediction methods when tested on available CASP13 targets. Moreover, this method can be used directly for the structure prediction of membrane proteins without transfer learning.
Introduction
Proteins participate in nearly all kinds of physiological activities and their threedimensional structures are essential for the functions. Since the finding that the protein structures are prescribed by their amino acid sequences, exploration of the relationship among protein sequence, structure and function has been one of the core problems of molecular biophysics. Unlike experimental structure determination methods that are costly and technically prohibitive, predicting the protein structure via computational approaches could be applied in a high-throughput manner and thus is widely needed in practical applications ranging from protein design to pharmaceutical development [1] .
In traditional de novo protein structure prediction, the native structure is located by exhaustively searching the protein conformational space, using molecular dynamics simulations that employ empirical force fields or fragment-assembly-based/threadingassembly-based Monte Carlo simulations that use experimentally determined structures as templates and force fragments of the target protein to adopt their conformations [2] . Despite the successes, traditional methods become less powerful for hard protein targets that have complex topologies but limited homology to known structures, e.g., the freemodeling (FM) targets in the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) competitions. In addition, these methods are computationally expensive in general, because the protein conformational space frequently has intimidatingly high dimensionality.
Breakthrough in the accuracy of protein structure prediction was observed in CASP11 and CASP12 [3] [4] [5] (hosted in 2014 and 2016, respectively), which was mainly driven by the use of co-evolution information and deep learning algorithms. For a target protein, evolutionary couplings between residues could be detected and extracted from the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) to predict the binary contact matrix, assuming that spatial neighborhood of residues (so-called residue contact, strictly defined as the distance of Cβ atoms ≤ 8 Å according to the CASP convention) would elicit correlated mutations over long evolutionary time. The contact matrix contains geometric constraining information that could be used by protein folding programs such as CONFOLD [6] to restore the atomic coordinates. On the other hand, traditional methods also benefit substantially from the integration of contact prediction in structure selection and energy evaluation [7] . Extraction of contact information from the MSA is a typical pattern recognition problem that is particularly suitable to be handled by deep learning techniques like convolution neural network (CNN) [8] , because of the power of such techniques to identify the correlation between contacting residue pairs located far away in the contact map. Among many deep-learning-based approaches, RaptorX-Contact that adopts deep residual network (ResNet) outperforms others and makes huge influences in this field [9] .
Nevertheless, contact prediction is just a compromise when accurate distance prediction is not available. Distance prediction has many intrinsic advantages over contact prediction for protein folding. First of all, contact prediction is a binary classification problem with unbalanced positive and negative samples (e.g., roughly 1 contact : 50 non-contacts for long-range residue pairs with sequence separation ≥ 24) [10] , which frequently requires undersampling of negative ones during model training and thus may lead to the inconsistence between the prediction score and the real contacting probability for a residue pair. Therefore, contact-assisted protein folding methods usually only adopt a small parts of predicted contacts with top scores for structure modeling, which is susceptible to the noises raised by very few wrongly predicted contacts. Direct prediction of distance map (i.e. the 2D matrix listing real-valued distances between all residue pairs) would avoid this problem, because all predicted values within a suitable interval (e.g., 4-16 Å) can be utilized and thus the disturbance introduced by the prediction errors of individual residue pairs may mitigate according to the law of large number. More importantly, distance matrices contain much more detailed information of protein structure than contact matrices, which could reduce conformational sampling more effectively and thus fold the protein more accurately and rapidly. Consequently, despite the great progresses introduced by contact prediction, first-ranked groups in the field of protein structure prediction like AlphaFold and RaptorX-Contact have switched their attention to distance prediction in CASP13 [9, 11] (hosted in 2018).
Ideally, during the switch from contact prediction to distance prediction, the nature of the explored task should transit from a classification problem to a regression problem, because residue contacts are actually human-defined zero-one labels while distances are real-valued physical metrics. However, both AlphaFold and RaptorX-Contact simply chose to modify binary classification to multiclass classification. Instead of realvalued distances, they used a discrete representation with several fixed-width bins [9, 11] . The rationale for their choices is mainly 3-fold. Firstly and foremost, traditional regression loss functions used in deep neural network (DNN) like mean absolute error (MAE, also called L1 loss) and mean square error (MSE, also called L2 loss) measure the globally averaged deviation of the prediction from the ground truth. After loss minimization by DNN, the predicted distances may be pretty good on average but still far from satisfaction as individuals, which is of limited usefulness for protein folding. Generally, it is hard and needs many manual efforts to design effective losses for separate, special-purpose machinery. Secondly, modern DNN training procedures always add batch normalization (BN) layers to solve the problem of gradient vanishing or explosion, which normalize the forward-passing data into a standard normal distribution. Thus, without ingenious, human-designed mapping functions, common activation functions used in DNN are powerless of outputting positive real numbers like distances. Thirdly, with their powerful, well-tested contact prediction networks in hand, these groups can conveniently use transfer learning techniques to get satisfactory distance prediction results.
In this work, we solved all the obstructions for distance prediction via exquisitely designed generative adversarial networks (GANs) and directly predicted the realvalued residue-residue distances with satisfactory accuracy for the first time. GAN is a computer vision technique, containing a generator to produce outputs and a discriminator to classify outputs of the generator from the real ones (ground truths). With joint training, the generator would not only fit the pixel distribution of real image globally, but also highlight "important" pixel areas with sharp, precise values to fool the discriminator simultaneously [12, 13, 14] . Other contributions of our work include (1) introducing new, effective data augmentation methods to produce more robust models, especially the augmentation of distance labels by molecular dynamics simulations, which considers the structural dynamics of proteins that are typically ignored in structural bioinformatics, (2) designing reversible mapping functions between positive real numbers and the interval of [-1, 1] to enable the direct training of DNN for continuous residue-residue distance regression, and (3) analyzing the effects of several technical choices and then summarizing some empirical laws for the deep learning solution of residue-residue distance prediction for proteins. When pipelined with the same protein folding program CNS suite [15] , structure models generated using our distance constraints are significantly better than those produced with the contact constraints from the state-of-the-art contact predictors like RaptorX-Contact [9] and TripletRes [16] . Moreover, when tested on available CASP13 targets, our structure models approach at least the same level of quality as the top protein structure prediction groups, including AlphaFold (A7D) [11] , Zhang [17] and MULTICOM [18] . Although trained mainly by protoplasmic soluble proteins, the generalizability of our predictor renders its application for the structure prediction of membrane proteins without the requirement of any transfer learning processes.
Results

A preliminary GAN model for protein distance prediction
We first developed mapping functions to allow the back and forth transformation between real-valued distances or features and numbers in [-1, 1] (see Experimental Section for details), through which the ground-truth distance maps could be converted to the interval of [-1, 1] to simplify the training of DNN models with BN layers and the prediction results could also be restored to the domain of real distances instantly. Particularly, the mapping functions were designed to have large gradients for distances between 4 and 16 Å, the range possessing rich information for the protein structure modeling. We then adopted the conditional GAN (cGAN) for protein distance prediction. Similar to but distinct from primitive GANs, cGAN learns a generative model (generator, referred as G) that can generate the corresponding output of expected size in the condition of an input [12] . Here, a 40-layer ResNet, one of the most successful network architectures in this field [9] , was chosen as the generator of our cGAN and was also taken as the control to evaluate the performance gain of GANs over pure generative models (Figure 1a) . The discriminator of our cGAN, referred as D, is trained to detect the outputs of G as "fake" from "real" under the condition of input features fed to G, whereas G tries to learn from the decision of D and produces indistinguishable outputs to "fool" D through the adversarial training procedure. More specifically, the loss function of D can be defined as a standard cross-entropy function for a binary classifier with a sigmoid output: = − ( , ) = −( .,/ [ ( , )] + .,7 8 (1 − ; , ( , )=)>), (1) where x, y and z represent input features, real distance maps and input noises, respectively, and E denotes expectation. Notably, unlike the common GANs that apply noises to ensure the randomness of outputs, we did not increase noises in G, because G in our experiments is robust such that it learns to ignore any kind of tiny disturbance. D tries to minimize Equation 1 against the adversarial G, which in return tries to maximize it (i.e. minimize its negative number, LossGAN). Besides fooling D, G should also constrain its outputs near the ground truths. Hence, it would be beneficial to combine a more traditional regression loss (RegLoss), and the final G loss is defined as
where λ is a weight parameter to adjust the relative importance of two parts. In this section, we chose L1 loss as the regression loss and 258 for its weight. For the consistence between cGAN and the control, L1 loss of the control ResNet was also multiplied by the same λ: We set each individual protein as a mini-batch during training. For G of our cGAN and the control ResNet, 64 3×3 2D convolution filters with stride 1 and zero-padding "same" were adopted for each layer, followed by the leaky rectified linear unit (leaky-ReLU) and BN. For D, we concatenated the input features of G and the discriminating targets (i.e. outputs of G or ground truths) as its input. To solve the problem of variable sizes of individual proteins, we adopted spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [19] following the 3 convolutional layers (each with 64 3×3 2D filters) in D, where the max-pooling results of three different separations (8×8, 4×4 and 2×2 patches) of the feature map were concatenated as a fixed-length vector and were fed into a 3-layer perceptron to output the probability of the given distance map to be true (Figure 1b) . The training procedures of cGAN and the control ResNet were completely the same, using the Adam optimizer for 100 epochs with the learning rate set as 1e-4, 1e-5 and 1e-6 for the first 20, the middle 30 and the last 50 epochs, respectively. We randomly chose 5642 proteins from the dataset of 6862 chains as the training set, and left the rest 1220 proteins as the validation set. To speed up training, the maximal length of proteins was limited to 400 residues.
Table S1 summaries the prediction errors by the cGAN and the control ResNet in the validation set. For residue pairs with the predicted distances falling between 4 and 16 Å (the range having rich information for protein structure modeling), ResNet seems to reach lower prediction error than cGAN on average (1.832 Å vs. 1.938 Å). However, are the "seemingly better" results by ResNet really benefiting the protein structure modeling? To address this question, we collected all predicted distances within 4 and 16 Å to construct the distance constraining matrix and invoked the CNS suite [15] (using a similar protocol to CONFOLD [6] ) to fold the proteins in the validation set. To ensure that CNS suite indeed uses the predicted residue distances for structure modeling, we chose a narrow distance range of ± 0.4 Å around the predicted value. Quality of the top 1 models was evaluated by TM-score. As shown in Figure 2a , cGAN defeats the control ResNet for most targets in validation set. The models folded by cGAN predictions reach an average TM-score of 0.722, with 92.7% of the targets folded in the correct topology (i.e. TM-score > 0.5). In contrast, the average TM-score of ResNetbased folding is 0.544, with only 63.9% of the targets folded correctly. Hence, despite the slight weakening of the overall distance prediction accuracy, introduction of the GAN loss that comprehensively considers the adversarial generator and discriminator (see Equations 1&2) indeed improves the structure modeling based on the predicted distances. 
Figure 2b
shows the distance maps predicted by cGAN and ResNet as well as the ground truth for an example target (PDB ID: 2II8). Clearly, the prediction by ResNet is blurry overall, although locations and average values of the main stripes are roughly correct. In contrast, despite many tiny mistakes, the prediction by cGAN contains much more details with sharp edges. The sharp contrasts between pixel signals captured by cGAN prediction describe the subtle correlations between individually predicted distances, which imply the delicate geometric relationship between residue pairs. Consequently, the structure model generated by cGAN prediction agrees with the native structure significantly better than that by ResNet prediction (Figure 2c) .
The fitting power of ResNet is guaranteed by the multiple stacking of residual blocks even when the size of convolution filter is small, as the receptive field would be amplified in a cascaded way and thus the interdependency of two arbitrary residue pairs could be captured. Thus, the question is focused on what we want our neural network to fit, and since the network learns to minimize a loss function that evaluates how close the outputs of the network and our desires are, the question finally becomes how we define the loss of our neural network. It is well known that traditional regression loss like L1 or L2 losses could capture the low-frequencies, i.e. average information, accurately from inputs. They measure the global quality of outputs and thus drive the networks to produce predicting values around the local average, which as a result may blur their outputs. However, these accurate low-frequencies are far from the demand of practical usage in protein folding, and what we really want is a realistic residue distance map with sharp contrasts between pixels. Designing effective losses specifically for the extraction of these high-frequencies, i.e. texture information, is difficult because the high frequencies somehow represent the general properties of polypeptides or the protein folding mechanism like the interacting pattern between secondary structure elements and the local folding propensity of loop regions. Avoiding directly defining such kind of texture losses, our GAN solved this problem through achieving a highlevel goal of "producing reality-indistinguishable predictions" and used a neural network D to learn this loss. At the same time, our GAN trained its generative model G to minimize the learned loss, which successfully suppressed the unrealistic blurs and reproduced high-frequencies.
Introducing patch classifiers to the architecture of D
As a data augmentation method, cropping has been proved as useful in practice by many research groups in this field. For example, AlphaFold randomly chose 64×64 patches from the protein feature map when training their 660-layer ResNet, which brought about many benefits, such as solving inconsistency problem of protein length variation, helping distributed training, avoiding overfitting problem and facilitating ensemble average for inference [11] . However, direct imitation of such cropping in our case failed in the GAN training.
Markovian discriminator was proposed recently to model high-frequencies in GAN [14] . Instead of determining whether the entire output is "real" or not, such kind of discriminators pay attention to subtle structure differences in output patches of fixed size. Inspired by this idea, we implemented our patch classifier as an alternative cropping method in D through a fully convolutional network (FCN). Each layer of this FCN adopts the 4×4 convolution kernel with the leaky-ReLU set as activation and zeros padded around inputs when necessary. The kernel stride of precedent layers was set as 2 to enlarge receptive field rapidly while the stride of the last two layers was set to 1 to better integrate information captured in each neuron. The channel number of the first convolution layer was set as 128, and the following ones were doubled at each turn except the last layer, where the channel number was set to 1. Sigmoid function was used as activation for the last convolution layer to output the probability of the corresponding patch to be true. The patch size could be modified with the depth variation of this FCN. For example, as shown in Figure 3 , if we want the classifier to focus on 34×34 patches, the FCN should have 4 layers totally, with strides of (2, 2, 1, 1) and channel numbers of (128, 256, 512, 1). Such dense sampling of patches ensures coverage of the whole distance map without omission. We observed that the patch classifiers that have fewer parameters and faster speed indeed produced better results than the single classifier that makes judgement on the entire input of distance map (Figure S1 ). Because residue pairs separated by a patch diameter or longer intervals are frequently independent considering the statistical length of protein secondary structure elements (i.e. helices and sheets), patch classifiers could model the residue distance map as a Markov random field. Thus, the loss learned by patch classifiers should be useful for the extraction of the special texture pattern of distance map.
The characteristic of distance map hints us that we should pay more attention to those patches having stripes of strong signals (i.e. predicted distance between 4-16 Å) since only such predictions are meaningful and contributive to protein folding in our case. However, the distance map is usually dominated by blank background regions (i.e. predicted distance > 16 Å), which albeit lacking useful information are highly likely to be judged by D as "real" because they seem identical to the corresponding blank patches on the ground-truth map (Figure S2) . To reduce such confusion of D, we modified its cross-entropy loss from Equation 1 to
where CLIP(fun(a),0,0.9) is a clip function that only retains values of fun(a) within the 0-0.9 interval. Through this modification, patches seeming realistic (e.g., those blank background regions without stripes) at the first beginning when G has not learned useful information would be filtered out for the decision of D.
Optimizing the generative model G
As G is the major undertaker for information integration and extraction from inputs and the actually used part during inference, its architecture is vital to performance of the overall network. In this section, we adjusted all components of G one after another and summarized some empirical laws of the technical choices for distance prediction. All effects of adjustments were analyzed under rigorous 5-fold cross validation on the protein dataset of 6862 chains.
During training, we frequently observed the premature convergence of the GAN loss of G (LossGAN(G,D) in Equation 2). This is because D is likely to reject all the distance maps produced by G with high confidence after a few epochs when G cannot really learn something, considering that the regression task of G is much harder than the classification task of D. Albeit correct, such rejections quickly reduce the loss of D (Equation 1) , which prevents the further learning by G. To solve it, we modified the GAN loss of G to favor the cases when D accepts distance maps predicted by G as "real" ones:
We tried a number of common network architectures for G, including different ResNet variants, DenseNet, and U-Net (Table S2) . Among them, U-Net was hard to implement for inputs of variable sizes by available convolutional depression and recovery techniques, and we had to pad zeros around the inputs to ensure the length uniformity, which impaired the performance, because the padded zone might be much larger than original size for many proteins. Taking computational consumption (i.e. amount of parameters and FLOPs) into account, the performance of DenseNet is not satisfactory. For ResNet, the 3-layer-per-block variant outperforms the 2-layer-per-block one. Bottleneck structure seems not beneficial to distance prediction because the 1×1 kernel is incapable of enlarging the receptive field. We finally picked up the ResNet architecture under the guidance of EfficientNet [20] and restricted the protein length to 300 to avoid memory overflow (one 2080Ti card, memory 10989MiB).
As for the convolution kernel of G, we tried different kernel sizes, kernels with dilation and separable kernels ( Table S3 ). Larger kernels have better performance by considering more complex interdependencies. As a frequently used technique in contact prediction and distance prediction with multi-classifiers, dilated kernels underperform normal ones. The reason of this phenomenon is that unlike classification problem that only needs to learn categorical information, real-valued distance regression requires large receptive field without any omission, especially for the extraction of texture information. We finally chose the 7×7 kernel. Since the training of models with 7×7 kernels was relative slow, we adopted parameter sharing technique proposed in the work of ShaResNet [21] to reduce the amount of parameters and accelerate training. Unfortunately, this procedure led to training failure.
In the evaluation of activation functions, the Swish function
which has a learnable parameter β, achieves the best performance (Table S4) . Generally, activations with tunable parameters outperform those without, because they can mimic real biological neural networks, in which every individual neuron has its own property and activation threshold. It is noteworthy that random-ReLU (R-ReLU) impairs the performance, which is inconsistent with our previous experience on protein contact prediction. Among the regression losses tested, the MAE loss (or L1 loss) is the simplest but the most effective one (Table S5 ). This is because instead of biasing predictions of larger ground truths that usually have larger errors, the L1 loss balances various kinds of predictions well and thus performs more robustly.
Among features from various sources, 2D features are the most valuable. However, unlike AlphaFold that uses enormous 2D features directly from the Potts model to ensure information coverage [11] , 2D features in our model only occupy 3.07% of the inputs (4 out of 130, see Experimental Section). Although these features are extracted from the MSA and are thus informative, their contributions may be submerged by the large amount of redundant information produced by the broadcasting of 1D features. Besides, the unbalanced value distribution of the protein distance map (e.g., the sparse distribution of intense "stripes" on the vast blank background area) further complicates the training. Inspired by these, attention aiming to reweight the channels (i.e. different features) and pixels (i.e. different regions) of the input features in consideration of individual targets is necessary in our system. We implemented an attention module with global average and max pooling (see Experimental Section) and the results supported its effectiveness in improving the model performance (Table S6 ). In the validation set, the channel-wised attention sufficiently suppresses the weights of redundant information from the broadcasting of 1D features (Figure S3) . Meanwhile, the pixelwised attention effectively adjusts the weights of individual pixels to facilitate information extraction (Figure S4 ).
Data augmentation with biological significance
What kind of structures should the predictors in the bioinformatics field predict?
It is an open question since the structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) that are used as ground truths for model training are static structures determined in non-physiological conditions. Different crystallization situations, different structure analysis technologies (NMR, X-Ray, cryo-EM, etc.) and even different structure computation methods may lead to structure variation. More importantly, these static structures are unable to reflect the dynamic behaviors of real proteins in aqueous environments. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations could solve this problem, because physiological environments are constructed and empirical force fields are adopted to observe the protein dynamics starting from the PDB structure in these simulations. To guarantee the generalizability and robustness of our predictor as well as to consider the protein dynamics, we augmented data via MD simulations (see Experimental Section). For each protein in our training set, 500 structures were collected with even separation from the 5nanosecond trajectory of equilibrium simulation. The conformational change reaches the RMSD level of 6 Å on average at the end of the simulation (Figure S5) , which ensures that structural dynamics are sufficiently considered by our data augmentation.
To validate the contribution of this data augmentation on practical protein structure prediction, we trained two models of the same architecture (L1 loss weight = 100, patch size of D = 70 and without clipping) using structures from PDB (referred as Model 1) and structures produced by MD simulations (referred as Model 2), respectively, and utilized their results to fold proteins in the CASP13 set and non-redundant membrane protein set by the CNS suite. Enhancement in the quality of folded structures by Model 2 supports that our data augmentation indeed captures something with biological significance, which improves the generalizability of distance prediction and benefits the distance-based structure modeling (Table S7) .
As mentioned above, the weight of L1 loss in the loss of G (λ in Equation 5), patch size of D and whether to clip the loss of D (Equation 4) more or less affect the distance information extraction. To enhance the variation of our prediction results, we trained 14 models at different combinations of these options (Table S8) . For each protein, we randomly chose 4 structures as ground truths from the 501 available structures (one PDB structure plus 500 simulation-produced structures) during the training of each individual model, which augmented training samples by 4 times (Figure 4) . To stabilize the training of our GAN system, we used exponential moving average for loss when updating network parameters. Independent tests on non-redundant membrane proteins as well as CASP12 and CASP13 targets show the diversity and mutual complementarity of these models (Tables S9-S12). Because we did not apply any symmetry restriction on the outcomes, the distance map predicted by each model could be treated as 3 different ones: the upper triangle, the lower triangle and their average. The value distribution at each pixel of 3×14=42 predictions in total fits the lognormal distribution well. Moreover, previous work showed the benefits of lognormal distribution for distance-based protein structure determination [22] . Thus, we computed the mean and standard deviation for the distance of each residue pair from the fitted lognormal distribution, and the mean ± standard deviation could be used as boundaries of the allowed distance range to fold the protein by the CNS suite. 
Evaluation
To validate the superiority of distance prediction to contact prediction, we compared our distance predictor with our contact predictor DeepConPred2 [10] in the CASP12 set and with the top CASP13 contact predictors including RaptorX-Contact and TripletRes in the CASP13 set, by uniformly using the CNS suite to fold the proteins. The allowed distance range of each residue pair was set as the mean ± standard deviation derived from the lognormal distribution in our system as mentioned previously, but was set to [3.5, 8] for all contact predictors following the CONFOLD protocol. Clearly, our GAN system significantly outperforms DeepConPred2 that has similar input features (Table  S13) . Moreover, structure models constructed from our distance prediction have remarkably better quality than those generated based on the results of the state-of-theart contact predictors ( Table 1 and Figure S6 ). The lead of our method by a large margin in TM-score supports the important contribution of real-valued distance prediction in protein structure prediction. We also compared the structures folded using our distance prediction against the top 3 protein structure prediction groups in CASP13 (A7D, Zhang and MULTICOM) on 39 available CASP13 targets (T0951-D1, T0967-D1 and T0971-D1 were excluded because of missing records for these groups on the CASP13 homepage). As shown in Table S14 , our method reaches an average TM-score of 0.70 for all targets, and the average TM-scores for FM targets and template-based-modeling (TBM) targets are 0.65 and 0.75, respectively. All of the above numbers are very close to the results of the top CASP13 groups. Particularly, our method achieves the highest average TM-score for FM targets that lack available structure templates and are thus more difficult for structure prediction. Figure 5 shows the detailed comparison of the TM-scores between our method and the top CASP13 groups, on targets of various alignment depths (i.e. N/L, where N is the effective number of homologous sequences and L is the protein length) and protein sizes. Clearly, our method outperforms the others for the hard targets that have low alignment depths in the MSA but become slightly less powerful for those easier targets, which is impressive particularly when considering that the others used structuresourced information more or less and we used sequence information only. On the other hand, in comparison to the others, our method exhibits good performance for proteins with sizes of < 300 residues but becomes less powerful for larger proteins. This problem is mainly because those larger proteins were excluded from the training of our GAN system due to the limitation by GPU memory, but could be solved by training using more advance hardware (see Discussion). Nevertheless, the prediction results by our method exhibit a pattern considerably distinct from those of the other state-of-the-art methods, which implies its capability of providing complementary information in practical protein structure prediction. Moreover, it is noticeable that our GAN system pipelined with CNS suite could be deployed on personal computers with GPU cards, while the others required heavy computational resources.
Since all features used in our GAN system are sequence information extracted from the MSA, it is reasonable to assume that the prediction quality has correlation with the alignment depth, just as what happened in contact prediction and distance prediction using multi-classifiers. To check this point, we did correlation analysis on 42 CASP13 targets. The final prediction quality shows no significant correlation with the alignment depth of the target, with Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) = 0.27 and p-value = 0.081 (Figure 6) . More interestingly, for FM targets, the prediction quality becomes negatively correlated with the alignment depth instead, seemingly indicating that harder targets could be better predicted. Structure prediction of membrane proteins is of very high value in practical usage since they are responsible for the material transport and signal transduction between cellular internal and external environments. Experimental structure determination is very hard for membrane proteins and therefore the data accumulation of known membrane protein structures is far from enough to support the regular training scheme of DNNs. However, the folding mechanism of all proteins should be the same for all proteins in the perspectives of physics and chemistry, which implies that good predictors may have good generalizability to allow the application on membrane proteins. We used 416 nonredundant membrane proteins from the PDBTM [23] set to test the generalizability of our method (Tables S9 and S12). Without any transfer learning, our method can fold 57% of the proteins (236 out of 416) into the correct topology, achieving an average TMscore of 0.546. As an example, the chain A of target 5I20, an important exporter of Drug/Metabolite Transporter (DMT) superfamily in E.coli., could be folded with very high accuracy (Figure 7) . These results further confirm the applicability of our method on membrane proteins, although the models are trained mainly by protoplasmic soluble ones. Figure 7 . The prediction of our method on a membrane exporter (PDB ID: 5I20, chain A). (a) Comparison of the predicted distance map by our method (left) and true distance map (right). (b) Structure alignment of the best model folded using our method (red) against the crystal structure (blue).
Discussion
In this work, we treated protein residue distance prediction as a regression problem for the first time and precisely predicted continuous, real-valued distances merely from sequence information via an exquisitely designed GAN system. Through adversarial training procedure on the two parts of this system, i.e. the generator and the discriminator, our model could learn the texture pattern of protein residue distance map. Feeding these distance predictions to the basic CNS suite produces structures with competitive model quality compared with the state-of-the-art predictors. The structure quality predicted by our system has no significant correlation with the alignment depth in the MSA. Although trained by protoplasmic soluble proteins, the good generalizability ensures that it works for both soluble and membrane proteins.
The prediction power of our GAN system diminishes for long proteins (Figure 5b and Table S15 ), because the maximal protein length in our training procedure was set to 300 residues due to the memory limitation of our training facility. In addition, the generator of our GAN system is shallow, when compared with the 660-layer ResNet of AlphaFold. These limitations could be solved by training on more advanced hardware. Preliminary experiments on model 6 (see Table S8 ) via distributed training using 2 GPU cards show positive results: the absolute error (in the interval of 4-16 Å) for proteins of 300-400 residues and of > 400 residues (see the two sets in Table S15 ) are improved by 0.2 Å and 0.9 Å, respectively, on average.
We abandoned contact prediction because contact is a compromise when accurate distance prediction is not available. Real-valued distance has many advantages over contact, among which the most essential one is that a true real-valued distance map is a direct representation of a structure with all information included. Thus, developing differentiable distance-to-structure mapping functions that bridge our GAN system and the final structures will enable an end-to-end training procedure. Different from dihedral angle-based end-to-end differentiable system proposed earlier [24] , which only considers local structure information of neighboring residues and fails at chirality, distance-based end-to-end differentiable system could extract global structure information for residue pairs with sequence separations of any length and determine the chirality because only one kind of chirality could be fitted with sufficient distance restrictions. In the future, our research interest would be such an end-to-end training scheme based on GAN system presented in this paper.
We have also noticed that a new kind of GAN, called cycle GAN, which provides a generalized semi-supervised learning approach for situations of large-scale label deficiency, has been proposed recently [25] . This method may further benefit distance prediction, since many proteins have known sequences but lack structures (label for prediction). With the rapid development of high-throughput sequencing technologies and the exponential data growth of protein sequences, especially the construction of metagenome databases, it is reasonable for us to believe that the new era of "protein structure determination via sequencing" would come in the near further.
Experimental Section
Protein dataset
All proteins in our training set were extracted from the SCOPe database of 2.05 version [26] . The cutoff of redundancy elimination was set as 20% sequence identity and the shortest protein of each protein family was picked out. The final training set contained 6862 proteins in total.
We evaluated our methods on three testing sets: the CASP12 set [3] , the CASP13 set [4] and the PDBTM set [23] of membrane proteins (choosing only one chain for each protein target). Considering that proteins in our training set were all determined before the CASP12 and CASP13 competitions and that members in the PDBTM set are nonredundant to our training set, benchmarks on these testing sets could provide fair evaluation for our method.
Feature generation
The input features of our GAN system consist of 0D, 1D and 2D ones. First of all, the MSAs were built through HHblits [27] from the UniProt20 database [28] . The protein length and the alignment depth constitute the 0D features. The results of DeepCNF [29] and SPIDER3 [30] together with the one-hot identities and appearing frequencies of amino acids at corresponding site in the MSAs constitute the 1D features. Co-evolution information extracted from the MSAs by CCMPred [31] and mutual information, together with relative position of every site to other sites and the amount of gaps in the MSAs for every site, constitute the 2D features. We broadcast 0D features and 1D features to match the shape of 2D features. Notably, the 1D features were broadcast twice, in the horizontal and vertical directions, which doubled the feature amounts. Finally, the 0D features (2 channels), 1D features (124 channels) and 2D features (4 channels) were concatenated as our input (130 channels in total).
Mapping function
To allow the real-valued distance regression via DNN with BN layers, we designed two different mapping functions for input features and labels, respectively. These mapping functions could map them into the interval of [-1, 1]. For simplicity, we call the space of the true values of features/labels as "real space" (RS) and the space of the mapped values as "training space" (TS), which is maintained only for training.
For every channel of the input features from RS to TS, we first calculated its maximum value and minimum value, and then mapped its elements uniformly via linear transformation:
where V, Max and Min denote current value, maximum and minimum of this channel, respectively, and the subscripts represent the corresponding spaces.
Our attention for label (i.e. ground-truth distance) transformation was mainly on the interval of 4-16 Å, since distances within this interval are the most valuable ones for protein folding. To disperse values within this interval to the utmost and to take all values into consideration instead of setting a cutoff and throwing some away, we chose tanh as our mapping function here. Before using tanh, we did a linear transformation that could map from the interval of [4, 16] to that of [-2.5, 2.5], where tanh has large first derivatives. The label mapping function is
Since it is an invertible function, we could use its inverse to derive the final distance prediction from the outputs of DNN.
Attention module
We implemented this module in two steps, with the first focusing on the attention of channels, and after its multiplication with the raw inputs, the second one focusing on the spatial attention of pixels. The final inputs after the process of the attention module would be:
where CAF and PAF represent channel-wised attention function and pixel-wised attention function, respectively. In the first step (CAF), we used a 3-layer perceptron with a bottleneck architecture (i.e. 130-75-130) to process the summation of the global average and max pooling results for individual input channels. This architecture is not only light-weighted but also effective for information integration. Imaging to mix a bottle of half juice and half water, the most effective way is to squeeze the bottle neck and then loose it. ReLU activation was used in all layers except the last one, which used Sigmoid activation to force channel weights to fall in the interval of [0, 1]. In the second step (PAF), we used one single 7×7 convolution filter with stride 1 to scan the concatenation of the global average and max pooling results of individual input pixels and also the Sigmoid function to output pixel weights. The convolution kernel would determine whether the current pixel is an important one or not according to its neighboring zone.
MD simulations
For all proteins in our training set, MD simulations were conducted in a water box with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) applied. The edge length of the water box was 10 Å larger than the diameter of the protein, and its volume was about 354141.7 Å 3 on average. To simulate the physiological environment, 160 mmol/L NaCl was added into the system (~ 37 Na + and Clions in the water box). The specific amounts of Na + and Clions were set slightly different for each individual protein to ensure the electric neutrality of the system. The simulation procedure contained 3 stages: energy minimization, system heating and equilibrium simulation. In the energy minimization stage, the Low-MODe (LMOD) method was employed for 5000 steps, in which the steepest descent was applied for the first 2500 steps and then switched to the conjugate gradient descent from the next 2500 steps. In the heating stage, the volume of the system was fixed and a total of 8000 time steps were conducted with the step size of 2 femtoseconds, during which the temperature of the system was gradually heated up to 300 K from 0 K in the first 6000 time steps and was maintained at 300 K for the following 2000 time steps. In the final equilibrium simulation stage, canonical ensemble (NVT) was adopted and the simulation was run for 2,500,000 time steps, i.e. 5 nanoseconds, in total. Bond interactions involving H-atoms were fixed in the last 2 stages. We saved one structure every 5000 time steps from the simulation trajectory.
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implemented the concept and processed the results. W. D. and H. G. wrote the manuscript. Both authors read and approved the final manuscript. Generally, for a GAN system, the smaller GAN loss of G and larger loss of D both mean that G is more likely to produce reality-indistinguishable fakes to fool D. Thus, the simultaneous reduction of GAN loss of G and enhancement of D loss in the case "1" imply that the distance map produced by G becomes more realistic when the patch classifier is applied.
(a) (b) Figure S2 . Patches of the blank regions that lack contributive information for folding may cause confusion in the judgement of D. The premature prediction produced by G in the early stage of GAN training (a) and the true distance map (b) are shown as an example here. 34×34 patches marked by red squares are likely to be identified as true even if many stripes with intense signals are completely missed in (a). The vertical and horizontal axes denote the TM-scores produced by our method and by the compared contact predictors, respectively. Here, we used the mean absolute error (Å) to evaluate the prediction errors for residue pairs with predicted distances falling within various intervals. 
Supplementary tables
Model performance is quantified by the mean absolute error (Å) in the 5-fold cross validation.
The networks compared here are completely the same except the losses. It is noteworthy that for Huber loss, we did a series of experiments at different values of its parameter δ and listed the best performing one here. "-" means training failure. The picked loss function is marked in bold. Absolute error here is the absolute difference (Å) between predicted distance and its corresponding true distance. Relative error here is the absolute error normalized by its corresponding true distance. Absolute error here is the absolute difference (Å) between predicted distance and its corresponding true distance. Relative error here is the absolute error normalized by its corresponding true distance. Absolute error here is the absolute difference (Å) between predicted distance and its corresponding true distance. Relative error here is the absolute error normalized by its corresponding true distance. Table S13 . Comparison of structures modelled using predictions of our GAN system as constraints against those using DeepConPred2 on CASP12 targets. Average TM Score Correctly Folded DeepConPred2 0.409 10 Our GAN system 0.661 26 "Correctly Folded" means the number of targets folded in the correct topology (TM-score > 0.5). TM-score is averaged over the targets tested. "Correctly Folded" means the number of targets folded in the correct topology (TM-score > 0.5). We picked out proteins with length between 300 and 400 (450 proteins) to construct the validation set 1 and proteins longer than 400 (249 proteins) to construct the validation set 2. Absolute error here is the absolute difference (Å) between predicted distance and its corresponding true distance. Relative error here is the absolute error normalized by its corresponding true distance.
